“Lucy Dodd: Wuv Shop”
David Lewis Gallery, 88 Eldridge St., 5th fl., New York, NY 10002
nr. Grand St.

Reader Rating: Write a Review
Type of Show: Gallery Exhibits, Multimedia/Installation, New Media

Schedule
Thru 12/20. Thu - Sun, noon - 6pm

Profile
That force of painterly nature Lucy Dodd continues her tremendous breakout in a show evoking an optical version of Vivaldi’s Four Seasons by way of the shaman’s medicine tent. Few artists mingle gesture, chaos, tinctures of color, strange materials like kombucha and hematite, and great scale in such beautifully operatic ways. — Jerry Saltz

Original article: http://nymag.com/listings/art/lucy-dodd-wuv-shop/